
Summary. Contrasting the wealth of information that is
available about various biological and therapeutic
aspects of human CD34+ stem cells, little data exist
concerning their quantity and dynamics as well as their
mutual relationships with other hematopoietic
constituents in the bone marrow of patients with chronic
myeloproliferative disorders. In comparison with a
control group frequency of progenitors is significantly
increased in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML).
Following different therapeutic modalities their quantity
reflects therapeutic efficacy (responder and non-
responder patients) and therefore exerts a predictive
value regarding acceleration and blastic crisis. The
significant correlations between fiber content and
number of these precursors elucidates the complex
interactions between stroma and progenitor cell
differentiation and maturation. Following allogeneic
bone marrow transplantation there is a rapid recovery of
the CD34+ stem cell population in the first month. A
higher number of these cells is related with graft size, an
earlier independence for platelet transfusion and a more
extended regeneration of erythro- and megakaryopoiesis.
The slight increase in reticulin fibers in these patients
may be associated with the complex and so far ill-
defined pathomechanism of homing (adherence to the
fibrous matrix). In idiopathic myelofibrosis (IMF) an
increased number of CD34+ stem cells is found
predominantly in the early (prefibrotic or mild fibrotic)
hypercellular stages and probably indicates a higher
proliferative activity of the precursor cell pool.
According to sequential biopsies most patients with
early IMF that later evolved into an overt fibrosclerotic
stage usually display a reduction of progenitor cells
during the development of myelofibrosis. The unequal
distribution of CD34+ stem cells in the bone marrow
versus spleen in IMF (advanced fibrosclerotic stage) is
in support of the currently discussed hypothesis of
splenic filtration and concentration of precursor cells as
an essential feature of myeloid metaplasia. Regarding
prognosis in CML a higher amount of CD34+ stem cells
is significantly associated with an unfavorable survival

and thus confirms the assumed implication of an
accelerated phase of disease at onset. On the other hand,
in polycythemia vera (PV) and IMF a low number of
progenitors is probably due to a decreased proliferation
rate (reduced hematopoietic turnover index) and
therefore reflects a reduction in the regenerative capacity
of hematopoiesis. For this reason, a presumptive defect
in the recovery of normal and clonally transformed stem
cells is speculated to add to the worsening of prognosis
by causing the well-known bone marrow insufficiency in
terminal stage PV and IMF.
Key words: CD34+ stem cells, Therapeutic efficacy,
Chronic myeloproliferative disorders, Bone marrow
transplantation, Prognosis

Introduction

Recently, CD34+ human hematopoietic stem cells
have gained more and more interest, because of their
unique biological properties (Terstappen and Huang,
1994; Civin et al., 1995; Knapp et al., 1995; Krause et
al., 1996; Messner, 1998), their therapeutic impact
concerning transplantation procedures (Brice et al.,
1992; Henon et al., 1992; Ogawa, 1993; Mijovic et al.,
1994; Bensinger et al., 1996; Link and Arseniev, 1997)
and finally their antigeneic (Kato and Radbruch, 1993;
Healy et al., 1995; Donnelly and Krause, 2001) as well
as morphological characteristics (Bender et al., 1991;
Soligo et al., 1991; Terstappen and Huang, 1994; Thiele
et al., 1995; Kuemmel et al., 1997). However, although a
wealth of data has been gathered regarding all these
aspects, detailed information about their quantity and
possible changes during treatment in chronic
myeloproliferative disorders (CMPDs) are hardly
available. In chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) it was
assumed that the number of CD34+ stem cells could be
related to the evolution of accelerated phase and blastic
crisis (Orazi et al., 1994; Schmetzer and Gerhartz, 1997).
Following immunophenotyping of bone marrow
specimens in chronic phase CML untreated patients at
diagnosis revealed a higher CD34 positivity than those
during therapy (Banavali et al., 1991). However, until
now no exact data concerning defined therapeutic
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modalities or resulting response, follow-up examinations
or quantity of CD34 + stem cells were recorded.
Moreover, concerning CML there is general consent that
the number of peripheral myeloblasts does not match
with the amount of stem cells in the bone marrow
( B a n avali et al., 1991). In polycythemia vera (PV) a
larger circulating pool of peripheral progenitor cells was
described than in normal subjects, but regarding the bone
marrow, no such differences in the number of precursors
between these patients and controls were present (De
Wolf et al., 1994; Andreasson et al., 1997). 

The following review is based on data gathered from
a systematically conducted assessment of CD34+ s t e m
cells in human bone marrow biopsy specimens in
h e a l t hy individuals and patients with CMPDs. To
enhance validity of findings in addition to
i m m u n o h i s t o c h e m i s t r y, morphometry was applied on a
l a rge series of patients presenting with the generally
accepted signs and symptoms of the different subtypes
of these disorders (Pearson, 1998; Barosi, 1999; Murphy,
1999; Sawyers, 1999; Te fferi, 2000). Immunohisto-
chemistry invo l ved the monoclonal antibody CD34
(QBEND10) for the labeling of stem cells (Soligo et al.,
1991; Orazi et al., 1994; Thiele et al., 1995; Schmetzer
and Gerhartz, 1997). It is well known that the
glycophosphoprotein CD34 is expressed on early
hematopoietic precursor cells and in comparison with
FACs analysis (Kato and Radbruch, 1993; Te r s t a p p e n
and Huang, 1994) can be easily identified and
quantitated by immunological techniques including
sections of paraffin-embedded trephine biopsies (Soligo
et al., 1991; Orazi et al., 1994; Schmetzer and Gerhartz,
1997; Baur et al., 2000). Fo l l owing CD34 immuno-
staining, morphometric analysis was performed and
frequencies of CD34+ stem cells were determined at
x500 magnification by calculation of the total marrow
and the hematopoietic area of the trephine biopsy.
Reference of all data to cellularity (hematopoietic area)
was necessary to avoid the erroneous impression of a
reduction of hematopoietic cells and fiber density in the
sequential biopsies due to the expansion of adipose
tissue or interstitial edema during therapy, especially
including transplantation procedures. Moreove r, for a
s t r a i g h t f o r ward calculation of possible relationships
between stem cells and the other (nucleated)
hematopoietic cells reference to cellularity w a s
necessary.

Quantification of CD34+ stem cells

O verall incidence of the CD34 + precursor cell
population reveals some interesting details, in particular
when referring to median values and ranges. In line with
preliminary studies on a small number of patients
(Soligo et al., 1991) and opposed to the normal bone
marrow, number of stem cells is significantly increased
in CML (Table 1). Similar, but not as conspicuously
expressed data are available in idiopathic myelofi b r o s i s
(IMF) including wide ranges of minimal and maximal
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Table 1. Quantification of CD34+ stem cells (median values and ranges
per mm2 total bone marrow) in chronic myeloproliferative disorders in
comparison to a control.

ENTITY No. OF MEDIAN RANGE CELLULARITY
PATIENTS (%)

CML 357 13 3-146 98±3
PV 108 6 3-16 88±8
IMF 373 11 1-145 82±12
ET 94 5 2-20 71±7
Control 25 5 2-7 48±12

values. Contrasting these features in polycythemia ve r a
(PV) and essential thrombocythemia (ET) no such
striking differences are detectable (Table 1), even when
calculating the amount of stem cells per area of
nucleated hematopoietic cells (cellularity). These data on
PV fit well with flow cytometric measurements of
aspirated bone marrow, where no increase in CD34+

stem cell concentration was found in comparison to
normal subjects (Andreasson et al., 1997). How eve r,
these few and ambiguous results concerning
pretreatment bone marrow samples at diagnosis of
patients with CMPDs have to be confirmed and further
extended with respect to different treatment modalities in
CML, stages of disease in IMF and finally prognostic
implications.

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML)

Chemo- and interferon therapy

In CML preliminary data are in keeping with the
assumption that the number of CD34 + stem cells
p r ovides useful diagnostic and prognostic information
regarding the evolution of accelerated phase and blastic
crisis (Banavali et al. ,  1991; Orazi et al. ,  1994;
Schmetzer and Gerhartz, 1997). On the other hand, until
n ow a lack of information persists about possible
alterations of this precursor cell compartment during
defined therapeutic regimens or changes occurring after
allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT). In
particular putative associations with corresponding
lesions affecting the other hematopoietic cells or the
myeloid stroma by the various treatment modalities have
not been studied. Fo l l owing immunostaining CD34+

stem cells are easily recognizable in the CML bone
m a r r ow samples by their  size,  round shape and
prominent nucleus containing a distinctive nucleolus
(Fig. 1a). These precursors reveal strikingly diff e r e n t
quantities (Table 1) ranging from scattered single cells
(Fig. 1b) to small clusters (Fig. 1c) and dense
arrangements in patients with overt (undiff e r e n t i a t e d )
blastic crisis (Fig. 1d). Single agent chemotherapy has
been widely applied in CML to control the chronic phase
of CML by stabilizing blood counts and splenomega l y
which may be achieved for up to 80% of patients treated
at diagnosis (Silver et al., 1999). Presently hydroxyurea
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Fig. 1. CD34+

stem cells in CML
(a) showing a
round shape with
a relatively large
nucleus
containing a
distinctive
nucleolus and an
approximate size
of an early
erythroblast
(lower rim). There
is a random
distribution
throughout the
marrow (b) and
wide ranges of
quantity
especially after
IFN treatment (c)
and in non-
responding
patients with
overgrowth of
undifferentiated
blasts (d). 
a, x 1,270; 
b-d, x 380



(HU), a structurally simple antimetabolite that interferes
with DNA synthesis by inhibiting ribonucleotide
reductase, is most popular (Hehlmann et al., 1994;
A u l i t z ky et al., 1995). How eve r, HU is not able to
eliminate totally Philadelphia chromosome-positive
(Ph1+) stem cells from the bone marrow (Hehlmann and
Heimpel, 1996). A number of recently conducted
randomized clinical trials comparing interferon-α2 b
(IFN) with conventional chemotherapy have shown a
s i g n i ficant survival benefit, but complete cy t o g e n e t i c
responses were detected in only 10 to 20 % of the
patients (Hehlmann et al., 1994; Kantarjian et al., 1995;
Guilhot et al., 1997; Ohnishi et al., 1998). Although HU
and IFN are considered standard care in patients with
CML who are not eligible for BMT, the ex a c t
mechanism by which IFN restores normal hematopoiesis
is poorly understood (Peschel et al., 1996). IFN exerts a
cytoreductive effect on the stem cell pool (Carlo-Stella et
al., 1987; Ganser et al., 1987; Aulitzky et al., 1995;
Peschel et al., 1996), but does not by itself selective l y
suppress malignant progenitor growth (Carlo-Stella et
al., 1987; Dowding et al., 1993; Aulitzky et al., 1995).
Experimental findings are in keeping with the
assumption that this agent may act by restoring
important regulatory interactions between CML

precursor cells and the microenvironment (Santucci et
al., 1993; Bhatia et al., 1994, 1995b; Ve r faillie et al.,
1997). This applies especially to the cytokine-dependent
normal function of the fibrous stroma and macrophages
( L i e s veld et al., 1991; Bhatia et al., 1995a; Bhatia and
Verfaillie, 1998; Obinata et al., 1998).

Contrasting the control group and the total cohort of
patients with CML and pretreatment bone marrow
specimens (Table 1) incidence of precursor cells
increases significantly in the defined therapeutic groups
( Table 2). During follow-up, including sequential bone
m a r r ow biopsies and after treatment for at least six
months, frequency of CD34 + stem cells is greatly
influenced by effects of therapy. There is a conspicuous
rise in the amount of progenitors in patients show i n g
overt blastic crisis (more than 20 % peripheral
myeloblasts) or a failing major response (Table 2).
Independently of treatment modalities non-responding
patients are generally characterized by a higher amount
of precursor cells in the initial biopsy specimens before
a ny therapy, suggesting an already accelerated or later
stage of disease at the beginning (Table 2). Noticeable is
that fibers and CD34+ stem cells reveal an adve r s e
relationship. In 23 patients with a manifest myelofibrosis
at onset (more than three-fold increase in reticulin
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Table 2. Quantity of CD34+ stem cells (median values per mm2 hematopoiesis) according to different treatment modalities and response in CML.

No. OF PATIENTS NUMBER OF CD34+ STEM CELLS

First biopsy Last biopsy Responder Non-responder

IFN 35 12 16 13 24
HU 29 14 25 18 28
IFN + HU 19 14 18 10 12

IFN: Interferon α2b; HU: hydroxyurea; IFN + HU: combination therapy including interferon and hydroxyurea

Table 3. Quantity of CD34+ stem cells (median values per mm2 hematopoiesis) in manifest myelofibrosis compared to a non-fibrotic marrow in CML.

PARAMETER FIRST BIOPSY LAST BIOPSY
MYELOFIBROSIS MYELOFIBROSIS

no manifest no manifest

No. of patients 60 23 44 39
CD34+ stem cells 13 14 20 * 15

*: level of significance p < 0.05

Table 4. Morphometric grading of reticulin fiber density (normal value 16ix102/mm2 - point intersection count method) and incidence of CD34+ stem
cells (mean±SD per mm2 hematopoiesis) in CML patients following therapy (IFN and HU + IFN).

DENSITY OF FIBERS FIRST BIOPSY LAST BIOPSY

(ix102/mm2) No. of patients CD34+ stem cells No. of patients CD34+ stem cells

< 32 34 14±6 16 86±82
≥ 32 26 17±12 28 35±38
≥ 50 18 14±8 22 23±21
≥ 80 5 16±8 17 18±14



compared to the normal) frequency of stem cells is not
different from those without any fiber increase (Table 3).
The latter feature precludes the possibili ty of a
mechanical reduction of these cells by increasing
reticulin fibrosis in the pretreatment biopsy specimens.
On the other hand, this finding contrasts with a
s i g n i ficant and gradual decrease in stem cell frequency
with evolving myelofibrosis under treatment. This
remarkable phenomenon is strictly correlated with the
d egree of fibrosis, i.e. this feature is also evident in
patients with an only borderline to minimal increase in
reticulin (Table 4). In keeping with experimental data
there is a reduced capacity of leukemic stem cells in
CML to adhere to normal stroma constituents and for
this reason, these are assumed to escape the reg u l a t i n g
influences of the microenvironment (Liesveld et al.,
1991; Bhatia et al., 1995a; Obinata et al., 1998; Gordon
et al., 2000). The restoration of this pivotal defect has
been discussed as one of the most important mechanisms
of IFN action (Dowding et al., 1993; Santucci et al.,
1993; Bhatia et al., 1994, 1995b; Bhatia and Ve r fa i l l i e ,
1998). In consideration of these complex functional
interactions one should emphasize that in untreated
patients with CML and overt myelofibrosis no increase
in the number of CD34+ stem cells is observable (Table
3). Opposed to this finding during therapy especially
with IFN alone or in combination with HU amount of
this peculiar cell population decreases significantly and
gradually with the development of myelofibrosis (Table
4). This adverse relationship clearly reflects a therapy
effect and may probably indicate a reduction of the stem
cell pool and/or a more rapid differentiation into more
mature forms. Hence, recent experimental studies
suggest that the primary biological defect in CML which
results in an increased myeloid cell mass is not an
u n r egulated and pronounced proliferation of a larg e
proportion of leukemic stem cells, but rather a discordant
maturation with a progressively occurring accumulation
of more mature precursors (Gordon, 1993). In this
c o n t ext the question arises of how to diff e r e n t i a t e
between leukemic (clonally transformed) and normal
( r egenerating) CD34+ stem cells during treatment. It is
reasonable to assume that a certain amount of the
precursor cell population reflects a reg e n e r a t ive non-

clonal hematopoiesis in all patients with a major
hematological response (Table 2) showing expansion of
erythroid precursors (Fig. 1c). Opposed to these features
in non-responding patients, especially in those with
evidence for evolving acceleration and blastic crisis,
C D 3 4+ stem cells most likely belong to the relapsing
leukemic compartment (Fig. 1d). 

Allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT)

In vitro studies suggest that after myelo-ablative
treatment preceding BMT the functional network of the
bone marrow microenvironment is significantly damaged
(Mauch and Hellman, 1989; Neben et al. ,  1993;
Novitzky and Mohamed, 1995; O’Flaherty et al., 1995;
Domenech et al., 1998). These alterations are not only
associated with a relevant reduction in stroma-adherent
CD34+ precursors (Van den Berg et al., 1992; Neben et
al., 1993; Novitzky and Mohamed, 1995; Gandhi et al.,
1999; Van Hennik et al., 2000), but also by a seve r e
alteration of histopathology, in particular during the
early posttransplant period (Van den Berg et al., 1990;
Rousselet et al., 1996; Hurwitz, 1997; Thiele et al.,
2001a). Fo l l owing allogeneic BMT in CML there is a
rapid retrieval of CD34+ stem cells revealing values that
are almost consistent with the normal bone marrow. This
fast recovery already in the early posttransplant period
(day 22±6) is usually accompanied by a signifi c a n t l y
reduced quantity of erythroid precursors and a nearly
normal amount of megakaryocytes, but a still preserved
slight increase in the (reticulin) fiber content (Table 5).
Histopathological changes of the bone marrow are
consistent with these data, because in patients with
successful engraftment a regeneration of nucleated
erythroid and other myeloid precursor cells in focal areas
intermingled with CD34+ stem cells is recognizable (Fig.
2a). Opposed to this appearance, in other patients with a
s evere delay or failure to engraft there are only single
dispersed stem cells detectable together with a minor
amount of regenerating myeloid cells (Fig. 2b).
R egarding engraftment parameters time distribution for
reaching 20x109/l platelet transfusion independence
shows significant differences in the early posttransplant
period (range days 9-45 after BMT) at two arbitrarily
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Table 5. Quantity of CD34+ stem cells (cut-off point median value of the
normal bone marrow per mm2 hematopoiesis) at first posttransplant
checkpoint (day 22±6) correlated with the amount of nucleated erythroid
precursors, CD61+ megakaryocytes and reticulin fiber content in CML
patients following allogeneic bone marrow transplantation.

PARAMETERS QUANTITTY OF CD34+ STEM CELLS CONTROL
(per mm2 (median values per mm2 hematopoiesis)
hematopoiesis)

< 7 ≥ 7

Erythroid precursors 322 392 2,300
Megakaryocytes 38 42 51
Fiber density (i x 102) 40 45 14

Table 6. Time distribution for achieving 20x109/l platelet transfusion
independence (engraftment) at two early posttransplant checkpoints in
relation to the number of CD34+ stem cells (median values per mm2

hematopoiesis) in CML patients following allogeneic bone marrow
transplantation (BMT).

DAYS AFTER BMT QUANTITY OF CD34+ STEM CELLS

< 7 ≥ 7
time (days) to reach engraftment

22±6 20 * 14
38±4 22 * 17

* level of significance p<0.01



selected checkpoints (Table 6). These important features
are related to the amount of CD34+ stem cells (Table 1).
Graft size (unmanipulated full bone marrow) obv i o u s l y
also exerts a distinctive influence on the number of
progenitors in the early posttransplant period, in
particular in the first month. In this regard quantity of
precursors exceeding the median value (7 CD34 +

progenitors per mm 2 hematopoiesis) is signifi c a n t l y
correlated with a larger amount (graft size 4.07x108/kg)
of the transplanted bone marrow cell dose. This result is
generally confi r m a t ive with relevant data on other
factors responsible for graft kinetics after BMT (Bender
et al., 1994; Bensinger et al., 1994; Urashima et al.,
1994; Van der Wall et al., 1994; Tricot et al., 1995).
D i s t i n c t ive mutual relationships between number of
C D 3 4+ stem cells and hematopoietic reconstitution are
determinable in the first month (range days 9-30) after
B M T. An amount of progenitors exceeding the median

value of the normal bone marrow is signif i c a n t l y
associated with a higher degree of erythroid and
m ega k a r y o cytic growth and accompanied by a slightly
increased density of reticulin fibers (Table 5). 

In the context of BMT it has been repeatedly
speculated as to whether various subpopulations of
C D 3 4+ stem cells serve different functions when
i nvo l ved in the reconstitution of normal hematopoiesis.
It appears reasonable to assume that the more committed
precursors may be important for early engraftment and
thus mediate rapid hematopoietic recove r y, while the
pluripotent progenitors may be responsible for long-term
establishment of hematopoiesis in the posttransplant
period (Messner, 1998). According to these experimental
data it seems to be likely that quantitative changes of the
CD34+ stem cell population observed in our patients at
day 22±6 after BMT predominantly affects the more
differentiated, i.e. lineage-restricted precursors (Table 5).
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Fig. 2. CD34+ stem cells and bone marrow transplantation in CML exhibiting regenerating hematopoiesis intermingled with many precursors in a patient
with successful engraftment after about 16 days (a) contrasting a delayed reconstitution with very few precursor cells (b). x 380



In line with this interpretation the amount of stem cells is
correlated with platelet transfusion independency (Table
6) and seems to be slightly more prominent with an
increased number of nucleated erythroid precursors and
m ega k a r y o cyte (Table 5). It should not be ove r l o o ke d
that several studies provide persuasive evidence that
despite successful engraftment with accompany i n g
normalisation of corresponding blood parameters and
cellularity, there may still be a persistent abnormality in
the potential of stem cell self-renewal (Mauch and
Hellman, 1989; Neben et al., 1993; Nov i t z ky and
Mohamed, 1995). Although a very rapid quantitative
r e t r i eval of CD34+ stem cells is reached in the fi r s t
weeks after BMT, which is almost equal to normal bone
m a r r ow values, an impairment regarding qualitative
aspects that involves the complex functional network of
the microenvironment cannot definitely be ex c l u d e d
(O'Flaherty et al., 1995; Domenech et al., 1998). Ample
evidence has been produced that a variety of direct
interactions between CD34 + precursors and bone
m a r r ow stromal cells and the fibrous interstitial matrix
plays a key role in the homing phenomenon and
r egulation of hematopoietic reconstitution (Mauch and
Hellman, 1989; Novitzky and Mohamed, 1995). A close
contact of precursors to the bone marrow stroma wa s
recognized as an essential feature in this
pathomechanism that is mediated by a number of
s p e c i fic cell-adhesion molecules shown to reside on
various subsets of the CD34+ progenitor population
( Terstappen and Huang, 1994; Dercksen et al., 1995;
Healy et al., 1995). Concerning these rather ill-defi n e d
posttransplant homing phenomena it is notewo r t hy that
shortly after BMT the fibrous stroma (reticulin fi b e r s )
seems to be slightly increased in those patients with a
high number of CD34+ stem cells and evidence for rapid
hematopoietic recovery (Table 5). In consideration of
r e l evant in vitro studies it is tempting to speculate that
the condensed fibrous matrix may serve as an anchoring
site for adhesion and undisturbed proliferation and
maturation of the engrafted stem cells and thus enhances
the homing capacity.

Idiopathic (primary) myelofibrosis (IMF)

Stage-dependent quantity of stem cells

There has been general consent that diagnostic

criteria of IMF include bone marrow fibrosis, anemia,
s p l e n o m egaly and a leuko-erythroblastic blood picture
with tear drop cells (Barosi et al., 1999; Tefferi, 2000).
Entry of patients into trials on clinical and hematological
parameters predicting survival are usually based on these
diagnostic guidelines (Visani et al., 1990; Rozman et al.,
1991; Rupoli et al., 1994; Dupriez et al., 1996; Cervantes
et al., 1997, 1998; Reilly et al., 1997; Mesa et al., 1999).
H ow eve r, when strictly following these criteria a more
critical and detailed study on precursor lesions (initial
and early stage IMF) of the bone marrow and associated
clinical and prognostic data is explicitly precluded
(Thiele et al., 1996, 1999a; Kvasnicka et al., 1999).
According to an elaborate analysis of bone marrow
features and follow-up studies more and more insight
has been obtained that was in support of a stepwise, but
unpredictable evolution of the disease process (Buhr et
al., 1993; Georgii et al., 1998; Thiele et al., 1999a,b). A
p r e fibrotic stage was described as the first specifi c
feature of bone marrow pathology (Georgii et al., 1990;
Buhr et al., 1993; Thiele et al., 1996) implying a
progress from an early (reticulin fibers) to an ove r t
m y e l o fibrosis (reticulin and collagen fibrosis), fi n a l l y
m e rging into a terminal fibro-osteosclerotic lesion with
endosteal (endophytic) bone formation (Georgii et al.,
1990, 1996; Buhr et al., 1993; Thiele et al., 1999b).
Contrasting with the wealth of morphological fi n d i n g s
that has been accumulated in the past years, laboratory
data in patients with initial-early stages, assumed to
account for more than a third of all IMF cases, were
rather sparsely recorded (Kvasnicka et al., 1997; Thiele
et al., 1999a, 2001b). Scant knowledge about early IMF
may be due to the failure to demonstrate a clear- c u t
correlation between clinical findings and histopathology
in a large series of patients with a close follow - u p
including sequential trephine biopsies (Georgii et al.,
1998; Thiele et al., 1999a). Regarding frequency of
CD34+ stem cells previous studies on overt fibrosclerotic
IMF are in agreement with the finding of an increased
number of circulating progenitors (Chervenick, 1973;
Chikkappa et al., 1978; Partanen et al., 1982; Douer et
al., 1983; Hibbin et al., 1984; Han et al., 1988, Gilbert et
al., 1989). Concerning the bone marrow this peculiar cell
population is easily detectable in histological slides
following immunostaining (Fig. 3a). When dividing our
patients presenting with IMF into one cohort without or
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Table 7. Stage-dependent quantity of CD34+ stem cells (median per
mm2 total marrow) in IMF.

STAGES OF IMF No. OF PATIENTS MEDIAN RANGE

Prefibrotic and 
early fibrotic 199 14* 3-145

Overt fibrotic and 
osteosclerotic 174 8 1-97

*: level of significance p<0.001

Table 8. Sequential biopsies (median interval 33 months) in patients
wi th  IMF and quant ity of  CD34 + stem cells (median per mm2

hematopoiesis).

STAGES OF IMF No. OF FIRST LAST 
PATIENTS BIOPSY BIOPSY

Prefibrotic and 
early fibrotic 39 17* 11

Overt fibrotic and
osteosclerotic 39 9 8

*: level of significance p<0.001
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Fig. 3. CD34+

stem cells in IMF
are easily
recognizable
(arrow) lying
adjacent to a
large abnormal
megakaryocyte
(a). In prefibrotic
(hypercellular)
stages there are
many precursor
cells (b), opposed
to late fibrotic
stages (c) with a
stream-like
arrangement of
cells between the
fiber bundles and
a single stem cell
(arrow). In rare
cases clusters of
CD34+

undifferentiated
blasts
characterize
acceleration and
impending blastic
crisis (d). 
a, x 1,270; 
b-d, x 380



only mild fibrosis and another group e x h i b i t i n g
a d vanced (classical) myelofibrosis and osteosclerosis,
s i g n i ficantly different quantities of CD34+ p r o g e n i t o r s
are encountered (Table 7). This increased incidence of
precursor cells in early (prefibrotic or slightly fi b r o t i c )
IMF cases (Fig. 3b) is associated with an increased
cellularity (Thiele et al., 1989) and also a higher
p r o l i f e r a t ive capacity (Thiele et al., 1994; Kvasnicka et
al., 1999). Because there is no increase in medullary
blasts recognizable, this feature may probably indicate a
higher proliferative activ i t y, in particular involving the
precursor cell pool. A comparable result is obtained
when evaluating sequential biopsies in this disorder
( Table 8). Evolution of a hypercellular prefibrotic or
early fibrotic stage of IMF (Buhr et al., 1993; Georgii et
al., 1998; Thiele et al., 2001b) into gross myelofibrosis
that is usually associated with a conspicuous increase in
spleen size (so-called agnogenic myeloid metaplasia)
and severe anemia is accompanied by a reduced number
of CD34+ stem cells (Fig. 3c). These features are not
s i g n i ficantly different from the manifest fi b r o -
osteosclerotic stages at onset (Table 8). On the other
hand, the decrease of precursor cells in the sclerotic bone
marrow effaced by dense collagen fibers in patients with
advanced IMF (Barosi, 1999; Barosi et al., 1999; Tefferi,
2000) sheds some light on the shift of the CD34+ stem
cell pool into circulation (Partanen et al., 1982; Hibbin et
al., 1984; Gilbert et al., 1989; Le Bousse-Kerdiles and
Martyre, 1999) and to extramedullary sites like the
spleen or lymph nodes. In the rare event of acceleration
and impending blastic crisis in terminal stage IMF,
clusters of CD34+ u n d i fferentiated precursors may be
found in the fibrotic bone marrow stroma (Fig. 3d).

Comparison between bone marrow and spleen

A number of studies are in line with the assumption
that in IMF the spleen plays a crucial role in the
expansion of the neoplastic, i.e. clonally transformed
hematopoiesis (Douay et al., 1987; Wolf and Neiman,
1987; Gilbert et al., 1989). Fo l l owing splenectomy the
amount of CD34+ stem cells committed to all lineages
was found to be significantly reduced (Hibbin et al.,
1984; Partanen et al., 1986; Le Bousse-Kerdiles and
Martyre, 1999). This observation was further supported

by the finding that splenic vein blood contained
significantly more hematopoietic precursor cells than the
peripheral blood (Koeffler et al., 1979; Han et al., 1988).
However, dependent on the fibrosclerotic changes, little
k n owledge exists about quantitative relationships
between spleen and bone marrow tissue regarding this
progenitor cell population (Le Bousse-Kerdiles and
Martyre, 1999). In IMF morphometric evaluation reveals
s i g n i ficant differences in quantity of precursor cells
between the central compartment (bone marrow) and
extramedullary sites (spleen) by showing a more than
two-fold increase in the spleen compared to the trephine
biopsy specimens (Table 9). Although an unequal
d i s t r i bution between different tissue sites is generally
present in corresponding samples derived from healthy
i n d ividuals, this reveals only about half the amount of
C D 3 4+ stem cells in the spleen opposed to that of the
bone marrow. When comparing the number of
progenitors in the control group with that of IMF
patients, a similar amount of precursors is demonstrable
in the bone marrow, conspicuously contrasting the
situation in the spleen (Table 9). This disparate
d i s t r i bution is readily observable by rev i ew i n g
corresponding bone marrow (Fig. 4a) and splenic tissue
specimens (Fig. 4b).

It is well known that the amount of circulating
C D 3 4+ stem cells is definitely higher in patients with
IMF than in those with other subtypes of MPDs (Douer
et al., 1983; Grossi et al., 1987; Battegay et al., 1989).
The finding is in agreement with the general concept that
the circulating pool of CD34+ stem cells increases along
with the proliferative capacity. The spectrum of
enhanced myeloproliferation ranges from ET to PV in
the early phase to the spent and terminal stage of the
latter disorder characterized by bone marrow fibrosis and
( p o s t p o l y cythemic) myeloid metaplasia (Andreasson et
al., 1997). For this reason, the emergence of
hematopoietic precursor cells from the bone marrow
with a transition to extramedullary sites constitutes a
feature associated with increased myeloid proliferation
compatible with a generalisation of disease. Little
information about the physiological process of cell
egression from the central bone marrow compartment
p r events any clear-cut assessment of pathological
changes. The latter implicates specific features of the
proliferative neoplastic (clonally transformed) precursor
cell population that significantly impairs an anchoring to
the complex functional network of the bone marrow
microenvironment (Liesveld et al., 1991; Obinata et al.,
1998) and thus may trigger the migration into
circulation. In this context it is notewo r t hy to mention
that patients with IMF have more circulating CD34+

stem cells than those with secondary bone marrow
fibrosis due to metastasizing cancer (Wang et al., 1983).
Therefore, the mechanical disruption of the normal
m a r r ow microvascular system induced by fibrosis does
not seem to be sufficient to explain this phenomenon
( Wolf and Neiman, 1987). Although the ex a c t
pathomechanism by which an increased number of
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Table 9. Comparative quantification of CD34+ stem cells (median values
per hematopoiesis, ranges in brackets) in spleen versus bone marrow
tissue in advanced (fibro-osteosclerotic) stages of IMF and a control
group.

IMF CONTROL

Spleen 16 * 4
(13-23) (2-6)

Bone marrow 8 7
(2-10) (2-12)

*: level of significance p<0.001



C D 3 4+ stem cells is discharged from the myelofi b r o t i c
bone marrow in IMF is poorly understood, this feature is
an essential point concerning the evolution of myeloid
metaplasia. The latter condition which implies the

presence of proliferative hematopoietic cells and their
progenitors outside the bone marrow compartment
characteristically affects the spleen, liver and lymph
nodes in patients with IMF. Activation of nascent stem
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Fig. 4. Single CD34+ stem cell in the bone marrow (a) of a patient with IMF (arrow) contrasts many precursors in the spleen (b) in myeloid metaplasia
(arrows). x 380

Table 10. Median survival (months, Kaplan-Meier calculation) according to quantity of CD34+ stem cells with a cut-off point at 10 per mm2 total marrow
(upper limit of the mean value).

ENTITY No. OF PATIENTS MEDIAN SURVIVAL ACCORDING TO QUANTITY OF STEM CELLS LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE (p)

<35 ≥ 35
CML 357 51 45 0.0323

QUANTITY OF STEM CELLS

<10 ≥ 10
PV 218 93 145 0.0401

IMF
total 295 46 77 0.0182
early stage 159 71 103
late stage 136 43 70



cells that have been dormant in this organ since fetal life
were formerly discussed as the origin of this
pathomechanism (Kirshner et al., 1980; Wolf and
Neiman, 1987). Fo l l owing this hypothesis myeloid
metaplasia would principally recapitulate ontogenesis by
a reversion of fetal hematopoiesis. Convincing evidence
has been provided that the human fetal spleen is neither
a hematopoietic organ during fetal life nor a primary
production site for pluripotent stem cells (Wolf et al.,
1983), but is significantly invo l ved in the phenomenon
of homing and generation of lineage restricted cells
( Wolf and Neiman, 1987). In IMF the striking
disturbance of the bone marrow architecture including
dilated sinusoidal vessels and intraluminal
hematopoiesis may facilitate easy access of stem cells
into circulation (Wolf and Neiman, 1985; Thiele et al.,
1989). Once these immature precursors enter the
peripheral blood they are filtered out by the spleen and
accumulate progressively in this organ by giving rise to
extramedullary hematopoiesis and thus causing an
expansion of the neoplastic disease process (Wolf and
Neiman, 1987). Therefore in IMF, together with an
extensive development of committed progenitor cells of
all lineages, this peculiar feature is accompanied by a
s i g n i ficant disturbance of splenic architecture (Falk et
al., 1990). Amongst others, this feature is associated
with an increased occurrence of meg a k a r y o cy t e
precursor cells in spleens removed from patients with
advanced stage IMF (Thiele et al., 1993). Although some
caution has to be taken into account, in keeping with the
theory of splenic filtration and trapping (Wolf and
Neiman, 1987) the significantly increased amount of
C D 3 4+ stem cells (Table 9) in this organ is
understandable (Ko e ffler et al., 1979; Kirshner et al.,
1980; Partanen et al., 1986; Douay et al., 1987).

Prognosis

When evaluating larger series of patients with
CMPDs, it becomes evident that the amount of CD34+

stem cells exerts a predictive value (Table 10). In CML a
higher amount of precursors is associated with an
u n favorable survival (Kaplan-Meier calculation). This
result is in line with the assumption that an increase in
bone marrow blasts preceding their egress into
circulation indicates an acceleration or initial blastic
crisis and therefore a worsening of prognosis (Banavali
et al., 1991; Orazi et al., 1994; Schmetzer and Gerhartz,
1997) especially in non-responding patients (Table 2).
This result fits well with findings that transformation
into overt blastic crisis (<20% peripheral myeloblasts)
differs significantly between CML (Sawyers, 1999) and
the other subtypes of CMPDs (Pearson, 1998; Barosi et
al., 1999; Murphy, 1999; Te fferi, 2000). Moreove r, by
applying an elaborate semiquantitative evaluation it has
been demonstrated that risk of transformation into this
fatal state depends on the initial blast counts in
pretreatment biopsy specimens (Georgii et al., 1998).
Contrasting with this situation in CML, where an

increased number of CD34+ progenitors implicates a
failing response (Table 2) usually followed by
acceleration and blastic crisis and therefore a shorter
s u r v ival (Table 10), patients with PV and IMF display
opposite results. In both disorders a lower frequency of
medullary precursors is significantly associated with a
worsening of prognosis than marrow specimens of
patients that show a slight to moderate increase in this
peculiar cell population (Table 10). These diff e r e n t
implications are even more pronounced when comparing
prefibrotic and early fibrotic stages of IMF (Thiele et al.,
1989; Buhr et al., 1993; Georgii et al., 1998; Thiele et
al., 2001b) versus late fibrosclerotic stages characterized
by ex t e n s ive myeloid metaplasia (Table 7). Rega r d i n g
cell kinetics in CMPDs and the CD34+ precursor cell
pool relevant data should be discussed in context with
p r o l i f e r a t ive capacity (Thiele et al., 1994, 1997) and
apoptosis (Allen et al., 1993; Fernandez-Luna, 1999) in
order to obtain a closer insight into cell turnove r.
Previous studies on the proliferative activity of the bone
m a r r ow in IMF and associated programmed cell death
suggest that a decrease in the growth rate and a low
incidence of apoptotic cells signals a reduced
hematopoietic turnover and an unfavorable prognosis
( K vasnicka et al., 1999). Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that a defective or failing regeneration of
hematopoietic cells is likely to be accompanied by a
l ower number of CD34 + stem cells. The latter
pathomechanism may probably reflect an inability for
recovery of normal (non-neoplastic) hematopoiesis. This
feature may result in a shift to the clonally transformed
r e l a t ively slowly proliferating and more diff e r e n t i a t e d
leukemic cell population (Gordon, 1993) generating the
well-known bone marrow insufficiency in terminal stage
IMF and PV.

In conclusion, the present review has validated some
aspects of CD34+ stem cell pathology in bone marrow
specimens in a large number of patients with CMPDs
focusing on therapy, evolution of disease, expansion into
extramedullary sites and predictive value. Rega r d i n g
quantification of this peculiar progenitor cell population
interesting aspects of various interactions with other
bone marrow features are revealed that further the
understanding of in vitro findings, especially concerning
the homing phenomenon essential for hematopoietic
reconstitution after BMT.
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